THE DEAD BABY TEST
The earth lives off the Sun. Nature depends on it. Life is in synch with it. All energy comes from it.
We became selfish enough to make our own sun. We do this in myriad ways, mostly by burning things. Wood.
Metal. We don't care what happens, as long as it doesn't happen to us. And for the longest time, this was true.
But...we've reached a point where we're questioning whether something is happening to us; because it's hard to
see, hard to measure, hard to KNOW. And, certainly, hard to agree. But...to find out for ourselves, all we need to do
is what all species do when they're wondering how to live: See what happens to the kids.
So: If you want to know whether any of the ways YOU in particular, not humanity as a whole, are making your own
sun that is harmful to YOUR future, all you have to do is a quick test:
Everyone has a 'garage' - a place to 'store things for the future'. Wherever you live, you have a place that is with
you, but separate. Take all of the 'ingredients' for the sun you make, and put them in your garage. Fire it all up,
making Your Sun. Then go get your baby - if you don't have one, borrow a neighbor's child.
Put Your Baby In The Garage With Your Sun.
Go have lunch, take a nap, relax. Enjoy Your Life. After all...nothing is happening to YOU.
Then go check on your baby. If it's Dead, you should stop making that sun.
Every single way that we steal the sun that kills a baby, we should stop it. Now.
The bad news is all of the babies we're killing every day. The good news is that there are ways to borrow the sun
without harm...to stay in synch with it...to be more like our neighbors here on Planet Home:
Stewards Of Tomorrow Through Our Children Today.

